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Palm and Supplemental Print Capture 
The FBI is providing this summary to guide its users in processing and capturing palm prints and supplementals. The complete Guidelines for Capturing 
Palm Prints and Supplementals can be found at < www.fbibiospecs.cjis.gov >.  Please ensure capture of the friction ridge information is as depicted in this 
summary guide.
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Note:  For more information please see Electronic Biometric Transmission Specification 
(EBTS) at <www.fbibiospecs.cjis.gov>.

TIPS TOWARDS TEXT
- For all 884 and 884a Palm Print/Supplemental cards, all fingers/tips/palms must be oriented in the direction for the text within the capture block.
- Each impression must be captured completely within the box provided in a vertical, upright position.

FORM 884:  PALM PRINT CARD (FRONT SIDE) FORM 884:  PALM PRINT CARD (BACK SIDE)

WRITER’S PALM IMPRESSION:
- Ulnar side of hand placed in a vertical, upright 

position with base of wrist in line with edge of card 
and fingertip oriented in direction of text

INDEX FINGER:

- Roll finger  
with tip  
toward  
text

PALM IMPRESSION:
- Circle left or right palm orientation

- Capture palm in a vertical, upright 
position with base of wrist in line with 
edge of card and fingertips oriented in 
direction of image (see sample)

- Include one FD 884 for the right hand 
and another FD 884 for the left

Note:  Entire Joint 
Images (EJIs) must 
be captured in the 
following sequence:  
fully rolled, left edge, 
flat, right edge 
impressions

LEAVE 
BLANK

THUMB/INDEX/MIDDLE/RING/LITTLE:
- Using the same hand printed on the front side of the card, roll each 

finger in direction of arrow

- Each impression must be captured completely within the capture 
block provided in a vertical, upright position

FORM 884a:  SUPPLEMENTAL FINGER AND PALM 
PRINT CARD (FRONT SIDE)

FORM 884a:  SUPPLEMENTAL FINGER AND PALM 
PRINT CARD (BACK SIDE)

LITTLE:
- Little finger towards text

- Capture one fully rolled little 
finger impression

- One left edge little finger

- One flat little finger

- One right edge little finger 
impression

- Select Left or 
Right hand

INDEX TIP:
- Tip of 

index 
finger 
towards 
text

INDEX:
- Index finger towards text

- Capture one fully rolled index finger 
impression

- One left edge index finger

- One flat index finger

- One right edge index finger 
impression

THUMB TIP:
- Tip of thumb 

towards text

THUMB:
- Thumb towards text

- Capture one fully rolled 
thumb impression

- One left edge thumb

- One flat thumb

- One right edge thumb 
impression

THENAR:
- Balm of palm in the direction 

of text with base of wrist in 
line with edge of card
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Note:  Purpose is to  
verify palm print 
with tenprints

- Select Left or 
Right hand

LITTLE TIP:
- Tip of 

little 
finger 
towards 
text

MIDDLE TIP:
- Tip of middle finger  

towards text

RING TIP:
- Tip of ring finger towards 

text
MIDDLE:
- Middle finger towards text

- Capture one fully rolled middle 
finger impression

- One left edge middle finger

- One flat middle finger

- One right edge middle finger 
impression

RING:
- Ring finger towards text

- Capture one fully rolled ring 
finger

- One left edge ring finger

- One flat ring finger

- One right edge ring finger 
impression
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